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THE RUDIN KERNELS ON AN ARBITRARY DOMAIN

SABUROU SAITOH

Let {Gn} (Go 9 xf t) denote a regular exhaustion of an
arbitrary domain G in the complex plane. For fixed x, t(eG),
let &t

n)(z,x), L\n\z,x) and L(

t

n)(zfx) denote the Rudin kernels
of Gn, respectively. The convergence of the sequences
{&[n){z, x)}, φt

n)(z,x)} and {L(

t

n)(s, a?)} is discussed and some
properties with respect to their limit functions are investi-
gated. In the final Section, it is pointed out that in the
case of an arbitrary hyperbolic Riemann surface, the circum-
stances are quite different, in general.

1* Introduction* In [3] and [4], we have been concerned with

some properties of the Rudin kernels and the associated reproducing
kernels. Let G denote a domain in the extended complex plane such
that dG is a compact subset in the finite plane and for fixed x, t( e G),
let {(?„}£=<> (Go

 9 x> *) denote a regular exhaustion of G. If there
exists, let gσ(zf t) denote the Green's function of G with pole at t and
WG(z, t) denote gQ(zf t) + ίgG(z, t), where g% is a harmonic conjugate
of gG. For simplicity, we set WGn(z, t) = Wn(z, ί). Let Hp(G)(p > 0)
denote the analytic Hardy class on G and {h(z, x)}p>G the class of
meromorphic functions h(z, x) such that h(z, x) — l/(z — x)e HP{G)
(x Φ oo). Let Hd

p(G) (resp. {h(z, x)YP,G) denote the subclass of HP{G)
(resp. {h(z, x))P)G) such t h a t f(z) = O(\z\~2), z -> - ( r e s p . h(z, x) = O(\z\-2),

z-+ oo) (in the case that Gs oo).
For each Gn, there exist the Rudin kernel function Rln)(z, x)

analytic on Gn9 and the adjoint L-kernel L{

t

n)(z, x) dz meromorphic
differential on Gn with one simple pole at x with residue 1, satisfy-
ing the following property:

(1) Rϊn)(z, x)ίdWn(z, t) = ^rL{

t

n\z, x)dz along dGn .

Here and in this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that
xΦ oo. The Z-kernel R{

t

n)(z, x) is characterized by the following
reproducing property:

fix) = 4~ \ fW B™(z* χϊ idW«(z> *) f o r a l 1

The L-kernel L{

t

n)(z, x) is characterized in the class {h(z, x))ίG% by the
following orthogonality condition:

(2) ( f{z)dzL?\z,x)dz } = 0 for all fe Hf(Gn) .
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On the other hand, there exist the conjugate Rudin kernel
Rtn)(z, x)dz analytic differential on Gn and the adjoint L-kernel L{

t

n)(z, x)
meromorphic function on G% with one simple pole at x with residue 1,
satisfying property:

( 3) Rin)(z9 x)dz = —Lln)(z9 x)idWn{z, t) along dGn .
i

The ϋΓ-kernel Rίn)(z, x)dz is characterized by the following reproducing
property:

Λx) = -±- \ f(z)dz ίt™(z, x)dz } for all fe H<(βu) .
2π j9Gn ιdWn(z, t)

The L-kernel L(

t

n)(z, x) is characterized in the class {h(zf x)}2,Gn by the
following orthogonality condition:

(4) ( f(z) Ll*\z, x) ίdWn(z, ί) = 0 for all fe H2(Gn) .
J9βn

In [4], we have dealt with some properties of the Rudin kernel
function on an arbitrary open Riemann surface. In the present
paper we shall be concerned with some properties of other kernels
on general regions. Especially, we shall show that if G is a hyper-
bolic region or simply-connected, the sequences {Rίn)(z, x)}, {L{

t

n)(z, x)}
and {Lίn)(z, x)} do converge, respectively. This fact leads to natural
definitions of kernels of such a domain, respectively. Our results
should be compared with those of the Szegδ kernel (cf. [5] and [6])
and the Rudin kernel function ([4]).

In §2, we state some preliminary facts. In §3, we deal with
some fundamental properties of the kernels Rin){z9 x), L\n\zy x) and
L{

t

n)(z, x) on general regions. In §4, we show that the sequence
{Rln)(xf x)} is not monotone as n increases, in general. In the final
§5, we refer to the case of an arbitrary hyperbolic Riemann surface.

The author wishes to express here his sincere thanks to Profes-
sor N. Suita for his useful criticisms.

2* Some preliminary facts* In our investigation, the following
lemma is fundamental:

LEMMA 1. For an arbitrary H^G)-function /(^0), the following
limit exists and is determined independently of the choice of regular
exhaustions {Gn}:

l i m t _ J _ f(z) idWn(z,t),
n ->oo J dGn Z — X
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if and only if G is a hyperbolic region or simply-connected.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the sufficiency. If / is a constant
function, the assertion is clear. Hence we assume that / is not
constant. Especially we note that in this case G is a hyperbolic
region. Let {Δx>m} be discs such that ΔXtm = {z\\z~x\< rm, rm > 0},
Δx,m c Gn for all m and n, and rm tends to zero as m tends to infinity.
Let Gn,m denote Gn — Δx>m. Then we consider the following limit:

= Urn \
^Z — X

idWσtίJz,t),

which is well-defined and is determined independently of the choice
of regular exhaustions {Gn} and the discs {ΔXim\, as we see easily.
Since (f(z) — f(x))/(z — x) is bounded about x, on letting m tend to
infinity and then n tend to infinity, we have

I = lim( - ί - (/(*)-/(*)) idWn{z,t)
n^™ JdGn Z — X

= lim t J _ /(ί) id Wn(z, t) - 2πf(xj (-^- - lim W'n(x, tj) , (x Φ t) ,

which implies the desired result. Here if x = t, we can modify the
above argument. Next we give the following lemma:

LEMMA 2. Let G be a hyperbolic region. Then for each h(z, x) e
{h{z, X)}2,G>

 w e have

(5) limj \h(z,x)exv(-Wa(z,xWidWn(z, t)

(6) = lim ( \h(z, x)\2 idWn{z, t) .

Proof. From the subharmonicity of \h(z, x) exp (— WG(z, x))\2, we
note that the limit (5) is well-defined and determined independently
of the choice of regular exhaustions {Gn}. As to the limit (6), the
similar assertion is valid, as we see from Lemma 1. Let Δn denote
{zeG\gG(z, x) > 8n > 0}. Then Δn is the subdomain of G and 8Δn

consists of some analytic Jordan curves gG(zf x) = §n, except for a
subset En of dG of logarithmic capacity zero, in general. Let Δn

denote the regular subregion Δn U En of G. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that Δn3t. Since Cap En = 0, h(z, x) can be extend-
ed on Δn — {x} analytically (cf. [4], Theorem 5.1). Hence we can
take a regular subregion Dn of Δn such that for fixed M > 0,
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\\ \h(zf x)\HdWDn(z, *) - 2jz, *)

and

that is,

( 8 )

|Λ(*, &)I2(1 - exp (-2gβ(z, x)))idWDn(z, t)

- \ ^ |Λ(s, x)|2(l - exp (-2gG(z, x)))idWin(z, *)

\h(z, x)\2(l - exp (-2^Gfe x)))idWDn(*, t)

- (1 - exp ( - 2 δ j) \ ^ \h(z, x)\HdWln{zy t)

n

< —.
n

Next for δn+1(>0, <δn), we consider J w + 1 and Dn+1 such that for
n + 1, (7) and (8) are valid and further Dn <zDn+1. Thus for a
sequence {δn}(δn > δn+1 > 0) converging to zero, we can obtain a
regular exhaustion {Dn} of G which has the properties (7) and (8).

Since the sequence |\ \h(z, x)\2idWDn(z,t)\ is bounded,

. \K{z,x)\HdW7%{z,t)\

is also bounded. Hence from (8) we have

lim ( \h(z, x)\2(l - exp (-2gβ(z, x)))idWD%(z, t) = 0 .

Thus we have the desired result for {Dn} and hence for every
regular exhaustion of G.

Now we have a lemma of Fatou's type in the theory of integrals:

LEMMA 3. Let G be a hyperbolic region. Let {hn(z, x)} be a
sequence of hn(z, x) e {h(z, X)}2,G%

 such that hn(z, x) converges to h(z, x) e
{h(z, X)}2,G uniformly on every compact subset of G — {x}. Then we
have

lim S \h(z, x)\HdWn{z, t) ^ lim ( \hn(z, x)\2idWn(z, t) .

Proof. From Lemma 2, we have

l imί \h(z,x)\*idW»(z,t)

- lim \ \h(z, x) exp ( - WG{z, x))\2idW%(z, t)
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= lim (lim \ \hm(z, x) exp (- Wm(z, x))\HdWn(z, t))
ίi-^oo \m->oo JdGn /

^ lim (lim \ \hm{z, x) exp (- Wm{z, x))\Hd Wm(z, t))

= limί \hm{z,x)\HdWm{z,t).
m ->oo JdGm

3* The kernels on general regions* At first we deal with the
convergence of the sequence {L{

t

n)(z, x)}. Let Rt(y, z)(e H2(G)) denote
the Rudin kernel function of G with respect to z and t(eG) ([4]).
Then we have the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let G be a hyperbolic region or simply-connected.
Then the sequence {Lίn)(z, x)} converges to an analytic function
Lt{z, x) uniformly on every compact subset of G — {x}. Further
Lt(z, x) is independent of the choice of regular exhaustions {G%} and
can be represented as follows:

(9) Lt(z, x) = - i - + lim ±- \ -L- ΈJ^) idWn(y, t) .
z — x »-« 2π J3cfw y — z

Proof. For each regular exhaustion {Gn} of G, we consider the
limit

H(z; x, t) - lim ±\ ~ ^ — Rt(y, x) idWΛv, t) ,

which is well-defined and is independent of the choice of regular
exhaustions {Gn}, as we see from Lemma 1. Since {R{

t

n)(y, x)} con-
verges to Rt(y, x) in iϊ2-norm ([4], Theorem 2.1), we have

H(z; x, t) = l im-i- ( — L - R?\y, x) idWn(y, t)
n-+°° 2ft J3Gn y — Z

2π han y — z i

= lim (un)(z, x) + —

Thus we set Lt(z, x) = H(z; x, t) + l/(z — x).
Next we deal with the convergence of the sequence {L{

t

n)(z, x)}.
Since L?\z, x) = —Lίn)(x, z) ([3]), we conclude that if G is a hyper-
bolic region or simply-connected, {L{

t

n)(z, x)} converges to —Lt(x, z).
In these cases, we set Lt(z, x) = —Lt{x, z). Since Rt(z, x) = l(xΦt) if
and only if GeOH2 ([4], Corollary 2.2), from (9), we have the follow-
ing fact:

COROLLARY 1. If G is a hyperbolic region or simply-connected
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and further G e OHz, then we have

Lt{z, x) = — ^ - + lim W'Jp, t) - — L - (x Φ t) .
z — x «->°° ί — x

If x — t, we can modify the above representation, slightly.

Furthermore we have the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. Let G be a hyperbolic region or simply-connected.
Then the sequence {Lln)(z, x) — 1/(2 — x)} converges uniformly on every
compact subset of G to the H2(G) function Lt(z, x) — 1/(2 — x) and
further it converges to Lt(z, x) — l/(z — x) in H2-norm in the sense of
Theorem 2.1 in [4]. The limit function Lt(z, x) is independent of the
choice of regular exhaustions {Gn} and can be represented as follows:

(10) Lt(z, x) - - i - - lim -A- \ - 1 - R^z) id Wn(y, t) .
z — x »-«> 2π JdGn y — x

Furthermore Lt(z, x) is characterized by each of the following
orthogonality condition and the following extremal property in the
class {h(z, x)}2,G'

(11) lim ( f(z)Lt(z, x)idWn(z, ί) = 0 for all fe H2(G) ,

and

(12) l im( min ( \h(z, x)\HdWn(z, t))
n->co \{fHz,x)}2,Gn J3Gn I

(13) = min (lim [ \h(z, x)\HdWn{z, t))
{h{z,x)}2fG \n->oo }dGn I

(14) = l i m ( \Lt{z,x)\HdWn(z,t),

respectively.

Proof. Since {Lln)(z, x) — Ijiz — x)} is locally uniformly bounded
(see the following (15)) and Lt\z, x) converges to —Lt(x, z), we note
that {Lίn)(z, x) — 1/(2 — x)} converges uniformly on every compact
subset of G to Lt(z, x) — lj{z — x), independently of the choice of
regular exhaustions {Gn}.

In order to see that Lt(z, x) — l/(z — x) belongs to H2(G), we
consider the following limit:

J = lim J Lt{z, x) - 1

z — x
idWn(z,t) .
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Then we have

(15) / = lim (lim j Llm)(z, x) - —— *idWn(z, t))
w->oo \m-oo JδGφ. Z — X /

^ lim (lim \

SM2 \sσ (\Um\z, χ)\> + yL-Λidwjfi, t).

Since L{

t

m)(z, x) is the extremal function which minimizes ϋΓ2-norms

among the class {h(z, x)}2,<ym ([3]), we have

z — x

J < lim 4
dGn z - x'

-idWm(z,t)<

which implies the desired result.
Next we shall show that the sequence {L(

t

n)(z, x) — l/(z — x)}
converges to Lt(z, x) — l/(z — x) in £Γ2-norm; that is, {L{

t

n)(zf x)} con-
verges to Lt{z, x) in £Γ2-norm in the obvious sense. From the ex-
tremal property of L(

t

n)(z, x) on Gw, we have

lim \ \Lt(z, x)\2 idWn(z, t) ^ Hm ( \Lln)(z, x)\%dWn(z, t) .
%->oo JdGn %->oo JdGn

Hence if G is a hyperbolic region, from Lemma 3, we have

lim ( \Lt(z, x)\*idWn(z, t) = lim ( \L\*\z, x)\HdWn(z, t) .

Here we use the identity:

Lt(z, x) Un)^ ίdWn{z,t)

Lt(z, x)—R{

t

n\z9 x)dz - 2πRϊn\x, x)

Thus we have the desired result.
On the other hand, if G is a parabolic region and simply-connected,

from the proof of the following Theorem 3 for such a domain, we
have the desired result, directly.

Since Lln)(z, x) converges to Lt(zf x) in JΪ2-norm, from (4) we
have (11). From (11) and the extremal property of Lln)(z, x) on Gn,
we obtain the extremal property of Lt(z, x) on G.

We define two functions ΐln)(z, x) and ΐt(z, x) as follows:

?\Z, X) ΞΞ £<•>(*, X) -
z — x
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and

1
lt(z, x) = Lt(z, x) -

(in the cases that G is a hyperbolic region or simply connected).
At last we deal with the convergence of the sequence {Rϊn)(z, x)}.

We have the following theorem:

THEOREM 3. If G is a hyperbolic region or simply-connected,
then the sequence {R\%)(z, x)} converges to an analytic function Rt{z, x)
uniformly on every compact subset of G. The function Rt(z, x)
is independent of the choice of regular exhaustions {GJ and can be
represented as follows:

(16) Rt(z, x) = lim -A- ί * id Wn(V, t)
*-»«, 2π Jsan (y — z)(y — x)

- l i m — - lt(y, z)lt(y, x)idWn{y, t) .

Proof. At first we assume that G is a hyperbolic region. Then
from the identity:

n)(z, a?) = A - ( 7 * id Wn(y, t)
2π J3Gn(y - z)(y — x)

- ~ \ ΐln)(y, z)ϊ\n\y, x) idWn(y, t) ,
2π J3Gn

which is obtained from (3) and since ΐίn)(y, z) converges to ΐt(y, z)
in jff2-norm, we have the desired result.

Next we assume that G is not a hyperbolic region and simply-
connected; that is, dG = {q}. Then we see that for an arbitrary
regular exhaustion {Gn}, limn^>oo R

{

t

n)(z, x) = 0, directly (cf. Theorem 4).
From the identities:

lim -i- ( }r id Wn(y, t) =
2π hon (y - z)(y - x) (q - z){q - x)

and

q — x

(which is obtained from Corollary 1), we have the desired result.
(We note that in this case {ΐίn)(y, x)} converges to ΐt(y, x) in iϊ2-norm.)

As to the degeneracy of the quantity Rt{x, x)f we have the
following theorem:
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THEOREM 4. If G is a hyperbolic region, then Rt(x, x) > 0 for
all x,teG. If G is a parabolic region, then for any fixed x,teG,
there exists a regular exhaustion {Gn}(GQ 3 x, t) of G such that
\imn_>OQRln\x,x) = 0.

Proof. We assume that G is a hyperbolic region and Rt(x, x) — 0
for some x, t; that is,

2πRt(x, x) = lim 2πR{

t

n)(x, x) = lim \ \Un\z, x)\Hd Wn{z, t)

- l i r n l \Lt(z, x)\*idW.(z, t) = 0 .

Then we have

lim \Lt(z, x) exp (- WG(z, x))\idWn{z, t)

G ^ \l/2

\Lt(z, x)\HdWn(z, t))

x lim (ί |exp ( - Wβ(z, x))\HdWΛ(z, t)Y*

- 0 .

Hence Lt(z, x) exp (— WG(z, x)) = 0, which is absurd.
Next we assume that G is a parabolic region. We take qedG.

Then for an arbitrary regular region Gn, G z> Gn 3 x, t, we have

ίdWn(z,t).
z — x q — x

Thus we have the desired assertion.

REMARK 1. We assume that G is a parabolic region and not
simply-connected. Then from the identities

Ll*>(z, t) = - L ? \ t , z ) ^ ~ W'n(z, t)

(which is obtained from (1) and R{

t

n)(z, ί) = 1 ([3])) and

- w%(z, t) + — ί - - A - f _ 1 _ ΐ<z WΛI/, «) (2P ̂  «)
t — z 2π J3Gny — z

we see that the limits lirn,^ Lf\z, x) and \ιmn^Lln)(z, x) do not
exist, in general.

REMARK 2. From the theory of the Szegδ kernel function, it
is well-known that the following limit exists:
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lim ( min [ \h(z, x)\2dsz) (G ί bo) .

Further the degeneracy of such a quantity was investigated by P. R.
Garabedian [1].

On the other hand, the convergence of the sequence of the
Szego kernel functions was investigated by N. Suita [6] and E. P.
Smith [5].

4* An example* Here we shall show that the sequence
{Rtn){%, x)} is not monotone as n increases, in general.

For fixed x = 0 and ί(>0), let Gr be the disc {z\\z\ < r}. Then
we can take as a complete orthonormal system (which defines the
kernel ίt\τ\z, x) of Gr)

r'-tzl (r*-tzyK=o'

as we see by the simple computation. Hence we have

r\r2 - tz) '

and so

r2

mr)(P, o) =
T'

Thus

for r: t < r <; i/Ίίt, Rίr)(0, 0) increases as r increases,

for r: i/ lΓt ^ r, βlr)(0, 0) decreases as r increases .

Now let E be a compact subset of G such that G — E is con-
nected. Then we note that a property of E for which for fixed
x,t(eG- E), R(

t

G)(xf x) = i t^-^O, α) is valid is quite different from
the properties of E in the cases of other various kernel functions
(cf. [4], §5).

5* The case of an arbitrary hyperbolic Riemann surface* Let
S denote a hyperbolic Riemann surface. For simplicity, we shall
use the same notation for a point on S and a fixed local parameter
around there. For fixed local parameter around x and fixed ί( 6 S),
let {h(zf x)}p,s(p > 0) denote the class of meromorphic functions h(zf x)
such that h(z, x) are analytic on S except for a simple at x with
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residue 1 and for some compact subset KB X, \\ \h(z, x)\pidWs (z, t)\
\idsr

 r )

is bounded for all regular subregions Sr, SZDSri)Kϋ{t}.
In this paper we needed essentially a function h(z, x) and the

class {h(z, x)}Zs instead of the Cauchy kernel and the class {h(z, #)}2,<?,
respectively. But there exist hyperbolic Riemann surfaces S such
that {h(z, x)}p,s(p > 0) are all void.

We introduce two copies St and S2 of {z\\z\ > 1} and distinguish
the segments [2n, 2n + 1] (n = 1, 2, • ). We construct the desired
surface S by joining Sλ and S2 along their common distinguished
slits in the usual manner. Let {QL, Q2} be the preimage of z(\z\ > 1)
with respect to the projection map φ. Then we see that SgOHp

(p > 0) and f(Qx) = /(Q2) for all feH,(S) (cf. [2], pp. 36-37). Now
we assume that for fixed xf te Si(Imφ(x)fImφ(t) > 0), there exists
an h(z, x) e {h(z, x)}p,s- Then we see that for a regular exhaustion
{Sn}(SQ3x,t) of S,

lim ί \h(z, x) exp (~ Ws(z, x))\pidWSn(z, «)<<*>.

Hence there exists a harmonic majorant u(z) satisfying

\h(zf x) exp ( - Ws(z, x))\p ^ u(z) on S .

Let D denote a small disc such that S1z>DBX (Imφ(D) > 0) and
exp (— Ws(z, x)) is univalent on D. Then there exists δ such that
[exp (- Ws(z, x))\ ̂  δ > 0 on S - D. Hence we get

\h(z, x)\v ^ δ~p u(z) on S - D .

Hence fe(«, cc) must be extended on D analytically, which is absurd.
Therefore we see that for such Riemann surfaces, all the theorems

in this paper are not valid. For example, Theorems 2 and 3 are not
valid.
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